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Richard Grohe
Brand manager Hansgrohe

Raindance® – the new way of  
showering and how it came about

It is mostly the simple everyday things that gives life 
its colour, sound and taste, and determines how we 
feel. In the morning, when the dreams of the night 
meet the first thoughts of the day, water brings us 
back to life. Then, in the evening, when we simply 
wash off the burdens of the day, we can close our 
eyes and once again find our true selves.

Most simple ideas are the best. For example 
Raindance – the realisation that a larger shower  
can do much more. Or AIR – that water enriched 
with air can do a lot more for our skin and our 
wellbeing. We at Hansgrohe dedicate ourselves  
to these little things, day by day, drop by drop and 
have been doing so for more than 100 years …  
Just so that you can really enjoy your shower.  
Every day anew.

Richard Grohe
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Showering makes you clean. Bathing does too. However, showering 
is something completely different. It not only cleanses your body, but 
also your soul; it not only washes your hair, but also your head; it not 
only massages your muscles and tendons or firms your skin, but also 
awakens new energy...

Is it any wonder? Where else does water provide us which such a 
complete sensual and physical experience than in the shower? Hot or 
cold, drumming loudly or flowing silently, patting us on the shoulders 
or caressing our cheeks, this element of life leads us back to our 
selves. Our surroundings disappear as if behind a curtain, we get 
closer to our true selves and, supported by the melodic rhythm of the 
water, we allow ourselves to drift into a state of meditation.

We experience how worries, problems and burdens flow from us  
and disappear into the small hole in the floor. At the same time, 
positive aspects, plans and affections become much clearer, 
gaining sharper contours. One’s whole being stretches out, like a 
branch dripping with melting snow.

Such special moments deserve exceptional products!

The poetry of showering
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Raindance® – the Design Innovation

Form follows function. Seldom has this statement rung more true than for the 
design of the Raindance hand shower. The idea was to unite the expansive 
shower spray of an overhead shower plate with the flexibility of a hand shower. 
The result is a shower revolution – and a completely new product standard.  
With an extremely large diameter, super-flat silhouette, short grip and three 

times the size of a traditional hand shower, Raindance has revolutionised form 
and function. Shower fun XXL – for the joy of the user. Following the trend 
of using reduced minimalistic forms in architecture and product design, the 
Raindance designers created a version with puristic lines based on the elegant 
original shape. Spoilt for choice!
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  wellbeing

 � litres  
 air
 

1 litre  
water

The AIR principle: 1 litre of water 
is enriched with � litres of air 
in the shower head. The result: 
Millions of warm, soft rain drops 
with Rain AIR, strong massage jet 
with Whirl AIR.

Powered by AIR

At Hansgrohe every drop counts. Impressive proof of this is the latest technological 
innovation – AIR, from now on is used in all Raindance showers. Mixed with air, the 
out-flowing water becomes softer or harder, depending on the spray mode – and 
the daily shower becomes a feast for the senses. For your eyes: You can truly see 
the enclosed air in the voluminous drops. For your ears: Like a shower of rain, the 
AIR sound has a calming as well as vitalising effect. And for the skin, our largest 
and most sensitive sense organ: The water enriched with air completely covers the 
body in a pleasant layer of water and air. “Powered by AIR“ – with this unique 
technology Hansgrohe creates a new quality and sets a new shower standard. 
Mixing it with air reduces water consumption by about 10 % and improves the 
quality of the spray jet.
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Whirl AIR: Here also water is 
mixed with air. In a very small 
space, the air is compressed 
and the out-flowing massage jet 
accelerated. The result is a very 
powerful, intense massage.

Rain AIR: Air is drawn in all over 
the shower head and mixed with 
the inflowing water… 1 litre of 
water with around � litres of air! 
Consequently, the drops become 
larger, lighter and softer.

AIR can do more

Water is multi-faceted. It can caress and pamper, but also massage and 
awaken. The innovative AIR technology uses this diversity for new, different 
spray modes. The choice is yours: With Rain AIR, the softly flowing water 
becomes even gentler, and large voluminous drops of air make the water seem 
even softer – thus merely showering is transformed into moisturising skin care.  
Whirl AIR: is completely different: Here, the air accelerates the jets of water to 
an intense massage experience – millions of impulses drum onto your body and 
give you new energy. Balance AIR, on the other hand, offers a pleasant mix of 
soft shower rain and a strong water jet – ideal, for example, to rinse your hair.
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Bigger simply is better

What is showering all about? Firstly it is about getting wet. The logical 
conclusion: shower pleasure increases with the size of the shower head. Thus 
the Raindance idea was born – expansive spray discs for expansive shower 
rain. The same amount of water is distributed more efficiently, and the body 
more completely “enrobed”. Raindance bursts all dimensions, not only with 
hand showers, but also with overhead showers – right up to the impressive 
Rainmaker, which establishes a completely new category of showers. Together 
with innovative shower systems such as the Raindance Allrounder or Rainbow, 
countless new possibilities arise.
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120

XXL
150

Raindance 
E 1�0 AIR �jet

Raindance®  E

The right one for every one

Furnished with AIR technology and the three spray modes Rain AIR, Whirl AIR 
and Balance AIR, the Raindance hand showers stand for splendid shower rain 
to suit individual preferences. You can choose between the three different sizes 
100, 120 and 1�0, and also between two different style worlds: “E” – with 
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XXL
150

XXL
120

XXL
100

Raindance 
S 1�0 AIR �jet

Raindance®  S

soft, organic sweeping lines or “S” – in a reduced, geometrical use of forms. 
Whichever size or style world you choose – all models have the same technical 
advantages.
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Raindance® Allrounder
The innovative 3-in-1 shower system

Its unconventional exterior is only the first indication that the Raindance 
Allrounder is an innovative, multi-functional shower system. It is hand, overhead 
and side shower in one – �-in-1, and very easy to use: Hooked into the 
Allrounder, the Raindance E 1�0 AIR �jet, with its �� cm wall clearance, can 
be used as a height-adjustable overhead shower. With the Rain AIR mode, the 
water flows centrally and all over you from above. One movement and the 
overhead shower becomes a side shower, especially useful when combined with 
the massage function Whirl AIR for showering the back. Simply screwed onto 
the wall, the Raindance Allrounder can be modified any time and is flexible for 
new shower applications, as it can be exchanged with existing hand showers.

Overhead 
shower function

Shoulder shower 
function

Back shower 
function

Hand shower 
function
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Overhead 
shower function

Shoulder shower 
function

Back shower 
function

Thigh shower 
function

Hand shower 
function

Overhead
shower function

Raindance® Unica®

The full body shower system

Innovative, functional, stylish – and ideal as part of a bathroom renovation. 
With its wide flat profile, the Raindance Unica wall bar covers up any existing 
holes in the wall. Together with the Raindance hand shower it is an unbeatable 
combination: When inserted into the self-resting slider, the Raindance becomes 
an overhead shower where the large overhang guarantees optimal water 
coverage. When positioned as a side shower, especially with the extra long 
Unica 1�0, that allows innovative shower applications: Because both hands 
are free, you can have your lumbar area, thighs and calves massaged or even 
enjoy the shower rain in a comfortable seated position. And, thanks to this 
height-adjustability, the Unica 1�0 is much appreciated by all family members, 
especially children.
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Rainbow Shower System
The bow from hand to overhead shower

Large overhead showers are the trend. However, in situations when a concealed 
installation is not possible, the Rainbow Shower System is a brilliant alternative 
for an exposed installation – also ideal when renovating. The generosity of 
the overhead shower plate function and the flexibility of a hand shower are 
convincingly combined in one system. Now equipped with the three jet hand 
shower Raindance S 1�0 AIR �jet, the hand shower, wall bar and support 
bow melt into a compact, integral unit. With the shower hose tidied away and 
mounted high above at the support bow, the shower has a greater distance to 
your head: In this way, you can enjoy the expansive shower rain to the full extent 
and the shower hose stays away from your body. The elegant, reduced design 
of the Rainbow Shower System is a prime example of restraint, and its slender 
silhouette also fits into small bathrooms and cubicles.

Overhead 
shower function

Back shower 
function

Hand shower 
function

Overhead shower: With its 410 mm wall 
clearance, the Rainbow Shower System provides 
ample freedom of movement and a shower rain 
coming centrally from above.

Body shower: As a side shower, Rainbow covers 
the complete body length from back to lumbar 
area.

Hand shower: Un-hooked from the Rainbow 
Shower System, the Raindance S 1�0 AIR �jet 
can be used as a hand shower.
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All over shower: Enrobed 
from head to toe in a pleasant 
layer of water – a convincing 
ensemble of all showers.

Rain shower: Extra-wide, soft 
plate overhead shower rain, 
covering the whole body 
directly from above.

Neck-Shoulder massage: 
Depending on the distance 
to the shower, the Whirl AIR 
jet massages certain points or 
all over – ideal for releasing 
tensions in your muscles.

Hand shower: For manual 
body washing, the Balance 
AIR jet is the most suitable 
one, combining the Rain AIR 
jet and a light Whirl AIR 
massage.

Raindance® Shower Panel®

The flattest Shower Panel® 

Highly aesthetic in its design, highly functional in its operation – the Raindance 
Shower Panel® sets a standard. Thanks to the ibox universal, it is, with a distance 
to the wall of only �� mm, the flattest Shower Panel® for concealed installation 
presently on the market. Its excellent design captivates by the flat silhouette of its 
aluminium profile, which melts into a stylish unit with fittings, showers and shower 
hose. Thanks to its discreet form, it nicely fits into any bathroom ambiance and 
also immensely increases the value of bathrooms with smaller shower cabins. 
Not flat at all is the enjoyment provided by the Raindance Shower Panel: With 
the extra-large Raindance E 1�0 AIR �jet hand shower, eight powerful side 
showers and a diversity of different spray modes, everything is possible – from a 
pleasant rain shower to a powerful full body massage. This is Shower Fun XXL!



�� mm
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Raindance® AIR 
Plate overhead showers
The best comes directly from above

Gone are the times when large plate overhead 
showers could only be found in expensive Wellness 
centres. Raindance also brings this pleasure into 
your own bathroom, complete with AIR technology, 
which allows you to experience your shower as a 
true shower rain, not as a needle-like jet, but in soft, 
voluminous drops. Suitable for mounting on the 
ceiling or on the wall, the Raindance plate overhead 
showers provide you with the optimal downpour 
effect. This means, the water pours down centrally 
and directly from above all over your head and 
shoulders. The effect: Your whole body is wrapped 
in a true cloak of water and you experience a 
completely new and more intensive sensation of 
warmth. Try it yourself with the Raindance AIR 
overhead shower, available in a remarkably wide 
1�0, 240 and ��0 mm diameters.

Raindance AIR 240 mm
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Raindance® Royale AIR
A royal shower experience

Puristic in design, discerning in materials and graceful in looks: This is how 
the Raindance Royale AIR presents itself – the ultimate in shower design and 
Showerfun. With a diameter of ��0 mm and an unbelievable 22� stream 
openings, it truly promises a right royal feast of water. The extra-large plate 
overhead shower is available as a fitted complete solution with a Highflow 
thermostat on the base of the ibox universal – for increased shower fun. The 
exclusive design comes from our Manufaktur, where the Raindance Royale AIR 
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is brought to perfection with lots of time and care by expert hands. At the end of 
the day, it is your bathroom.
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Raindance® Rainmaker
Shower Fun in new dimensions

The new Raindance Rainmaker exceeds all previous 
showering possibilities. Voluminous streams, water, 
air, light and space. With an unbelievable diameter 
of �00 mm, the Rainmaker is already from its 
appearance more than a “normal” overhead shower 
– rather a multi-functional shower system unlike any 
other. Installed flush with the ceiling and, despite 
its size, discreet in design, the Rainmaker becomes 
an attractive architectural room element. Once in 
action, there is no holding back: Water everywhere, 
mixed with lots of air. Everyday life dissolves. Life 
and vitality return. At last, space for body and soul.
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Size, air, light and diversity

Shower Fun XXL, in the middle with a diameter of �00 mm or across the whole 
width of �00 mm, the three expansive Whirl AIR massage jets can be used 
individually and also added to the stream at any time. The optional lighting of 
the Rainmaker bathes the raindrops in an atmospheric light. With the concealed 
Highflow thermostat on the base of the ibox universal Hansgrohe offers a 
technically sophisticated complete solution. The complete spray surface of the 
Rainmaker is of course equipped with the Rubit anti lime scale function. Now the 
fun can start …
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Jet combination: 
Rain AIR and 
Whirl AIR

Jet combination: 
Rain AIR XXL and 
Whirl AIR

Rain AIR: 
Overhead shower  
function with AIR,  
�00 mm diameter

Rain AIR XXL: 
Expansive, soft rain 
with AIR, �00 mm 
diameter

Whirl AIR: 
Three rotating massage 
jets with AIR
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XXL
100

XXL
120

XXL
150

XXL
150

XXL
120
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100

Harmonious – from the shower  to the mixer

What goes with what? In order to offer you a perfectly matching bathroom, 
Hansgrohe has created two style worlds that harmonize in design and price: 
“E” – emotional, elegant, and “S” – stylish, simple, all the way from the hand 

E Style world

Raindance 
E 1�0 AIR �jet

Raindance 
E 1�0 AIR �jet Set

Metropol E
Mixer programme

Raindance 
E 120 AIR �jet

Raindance 
E 120 AIR �jet Set

Metris E
Mixer programme

Raindance 
E 100 AIR �jet

Raindance 
E 100 AIR �jet Set

Talis E
Mixer programme
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XXL
100

XXL
120

XXL
150

XXL
150

XXL
120
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100

shower to the shower holder and up to the mixer. So which Hansgrohe products 
match which Raindance best? To help you with your choice, this page provides 
you with suggestions for harmonious combinations.

S Style world

Raindance 
S 1�0 AIR �jet

Rainbow Set

Metropol S
Mixer programme

Raindance 
S 120 AIR �jet

Raindance 
S 120 AIR �jet Set

Metris S
Mixer programme

Raindance 
S 100 AIR �jet

Raindance 
S 100 AIR �jet Set

Talis S
Mixer programme
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Raindance® AIR

Raindance S 1�0 AIR �jet 
# 28519, -000, -880
Raindance S 1�0 AIR 1jet (not shown)  
# 28505, -000

Raindance S 120 AIR �jet 
# 28514, -000, -880

Raindance S 100 AIR �jet 
# 28504, -000, -880
Raindance S 100 AIR 1jet (not shown)  
# 28509, -000, -420, -800, -810, 
-880

Raindance E 100 AIR 1jet 
Porter’D Set 
1,�0 m # 27573, -000 
1,2� m # 27572, -000
Porter’D (not shown)  
# 27526, -000, -450, -810, -880

Raindance S 100 AIR 1jet 
Porter’S Set  
1,�0 m # 27581, -000 
1,2� m # 27580, -000
Porter’S (not shown)  
# 28331, -000, -420, -800, -810,  
-880 

Raindance Travel Kit  
consisting of travel case, Raindance S 
100 AIR 1jet and hose pliers 
# 28526, -000

Raindance E 1�0 AIR �jet 
# 28518, -000

Raindance E 120 AIR �jet 
# 28507, -000

Raindance E 100 AIR �jet 
# 28502, -000
Raindance E 100 AIR 1jet (not shown)  
# 28508, -000
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Rainbow Set 90 cm with 
Raindance S 150 AIR 3jet 
# 27876, -000

Raindance S 120 AIR 3jet 
Unica’S Puro Set 
90 cm # 27884, -000 
65 cm # 27886, -000 (not shown)
Unica’S Puro wall bar (not shown)  
90 cm # 28631, -000 
65 cm # 28632, -000

Raindance S 100 AIR 3jet  
Unica’S Puro Set 
90 cm # 27880, -000 
65 cm # 27882, -000 (not shown) 

Raindance E 150 AIR 3jet  
Raindance Unica Set 
90 cm # 27874, -000 
150 cm # 27888, -000 (not shown)
Raindance Unica wall bar 
90 cm # 27590, -000 

Raindance E 120 AIR 3jet Unica’D Set 
90 cm # 27885, -000 
65 cm # 27887, -000 (not shown) 
Unica’D wall bar (not shown)  
65 cm # 27933, -000, -090, -880

Raindance E 100 AIR 3jet Unica’D Set 
90 cm # 27881, -000 
65 cm # 27883, -000 (not shown)
Unica’D wall bar (not shown)  
90 cm # 27930, -000, -090, -880

Raindance Allrounder Set 
Allrounder chome 
Hand shower Raindance E 150 AIR 3jet 
# 28110, -000

Adapter for concealed fitting  
# 28108, -000
Adapter for corner fitting (not shown) 
# 28105, -000



Rainmaker AIR 600 mm  
incl. Highflow concealed thermostat 
on ibox universal basis 
Overhead shower with lighting 
# 28404, -000 
dto. without lighting # 28403, -000  
(not shown)

Highflow concealed thermostat on ibox 
universal basis. Suitable for Rainmaker 
and Raindance AIR Royale 
# 15715, -000

Raindance Showerpanel with 
Raindance E 150 AIR 3jet 
H x B x T: 1432 x161 x 33 mm 
# 27100, -000

Raindance AIR  
plate overhead shower 
chrome, with ceiling connection 100 mm 
ø 240 mm # 27477, -000 
ø 180 mm # 27478, -000 (not shown)

Raindance AIR Royale  
plate overhead shower 
ø 350 mm # 28420, -000
Shower arm, chrome 470 mm 
# 27410, -000
Ceiling connection chrome 100 mm 
# 27418, -000
Raindance AIR Royale  
incl. Highflow concealed thermostat 
on ibox universal basis 
# 27070, -000

Raindance AIR 
plate overhead shower 
chrome, with shower arm 233 mm 
ø 180 mm # 27476, -000
chrome, with shower arm 383 mm 
ø 180 mm # 27468, -000

Raindance AIR 
plate overhead shower 
chrome, with shower arm 383 mm 
ø 240 mm # 27474, -000
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For more information about the world of 
Hansgrohe please visit our website on 
www.hansgrohe.com.




